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Abstract. Have protestant mainline churches — more particularly their women's organizations — in the
Nigerian middle belt come up with new concepts of gender relations or new role models for women?

How do they differ from those developed within so called Independant African Churches? These questions
are pursued on the basis of data which the author has collected while living and working in Bukuru/
Plateau State from 1989 to 1993.

Whereas women in the mainline churches were systematically kept from administrative leadership positions
as well as from the ordained ministry, women in the Seraphim and Cherubim Churches were always
thought to be endowed with the same spritual gifts as men. Both, male and female members were thought
to have access to the same charismata and were thus granted the freedom to exercise them, in leading

local congregations for example. Leadership positions in the churches administration however were likewise
closed to women. This is a very common pattern in Independant African Churches as Jules-Rosette was

able to show (Jules-Rosette 1985: passim)
Much of the ministry directed towards women within the Cherubim and Seraphim Church — as well as
the Church of the Lord, Aladura — is centered around the reproductive abilities of women, a topic which
indeed plays an important role in these churches as a whole. This is less pronounced in the mainline
churches, it seems to linger in the background only to be used whenever male leadership feel it is necessary
to give reasons for the restricted role women are allowed to play. The women’s organizations of the
Mainline churches emphatzise self — reliance as one if their major goals to be achieved. This is based on a

realistic asessment of women’s situation in marriage — especially the lack of responsibility on the part of
husbands. Even though many women complain about the fact, that they alone are left to provide for their
families, their criticism never goes as far as challenging their husband’s hegemony publicly. As yet there is
NO pronounced new concept of gender roles: women comply with a subordinate position, even if they are
the sole providers for the family.
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" Im Folgenden wird ein Aspekt eines umfangreicheren Projektes zum Thema , Frauen im zeitgenóssi-
Schen christlichen Kontext, insbesondere der Frauenkommission“ betrachtet. Die Daten wurden wäh-
"end eines vierjährigen Aufenthaltes in Nigeria gesammelt. Ich danke meinen Gesprächspartnerinnen für
‘Ar Interesse, ihre Offenheit und ihre Freundschaft. Der Basler Mission danke ich für ihr anhaltendes
Interesse und ihre Unterstützung. Vortrag gehalten vor der Afrika Sektion der DGV, September 1992 in
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